Shortly after the discovery of the cosmic thermal radiation with temperature of ,_,3•K,ll it was noted that such radiation would have a strong attenuation effect on cosmic rays with energies exceeding 10 20 eV. 2 > Although the average energy of these thermal photons is as small as IQ-8 eV, they interact with the cosmic rays to produce 7!'-mesons, because the thermal photons look like r-rays with energies of ,_,200 MeV in the rest system of the cosmic rays. As the mesons resulting from the photoproduction carry off a significant fraction of the cosmicray energy, the attenuation mean-free-path of the cosmic rays with energies above 10 20 eV becomes as small as 10 8 · 0 ,_,10 7 • 8 parsec. 8 > On the other hand, analysis of an extremely large air shower have revealed that the energy spectrum of cosmic rays extends smoothly beyond 10 20 e V, and moreover, cosmic rays with energies of 4.10 21 e V have been observed by Suga et aU> Therefore, the non-existence of the expected cutoff in the vicinity of 10 20 e V offers a critical discrepancy between the theory and the observation.
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There might be astronomical ways to get rid of this discrepancy: One is to assume a non-universal existence of the isotropic thermal radiation and another is to assume a local origin of the ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. However these ways are not so promising from the following arguments. About the first way, there is no reasonable mechanism of generating such radiation in our Galaxy 5 > and, further, the hot universe model which predicts the universal existence has other powerful assertions such as an explanation of the helium abundance and a theory of galaxy formation.6> About the second way, some authors have proposed the Galactic origin such as the pulsar origin or the explosive origin in the Galactic nuclei. 7 > However these theories necessarily meet very great difficulties to explain the mechanism of acceleration in a compact region and the arrival directions. There might be other way to assume exotic primaries like neutrinos or dusts. 6 
>
We now propose a different way to get rid of this discrepancy. Usually it is assumed that all inertial systems are totally equivalent for the performance of all physical experiments, i.e., the assumption of the relativity principle. However we have no experimental evidence to verify this principle for the reference systems moving with Lorentz factors of above r""l0 5 relative to our laboratory system on the earth. In the above discussion on the attenuation of cosmic rays, we have assumed that the conventional relativity principle is .correct even for the reference systems of r::::::10 11 • Therefore we must notice that the attenuation of cosmic rays is not a consequence of experiment.9> Inversely, if the attenuation were really found experimentally, it might be a remarkable evidence to expand the applicable realm of the relativity principle. Now we put forward the following unconventional hypotheses: 1) All inertial systems are not equivalent and there exists an universal time-like unit vector Nt.t. Our laboratory system is not very different from the N-system in which Nt.t is (1, 0, 0, 0).
2) The production of hadrons at highenergy collisions is suppressed when their momenta in the N-system become larger A model of hadronic matter 11 > (of which hadrons are made) which assumes a cutoff of the momentum's degree of freedom of basic particles referring to the universal vector Nil 10 > gives a maximum Lorentz factor r max· Therefore we put an universal cutoff value on r rather than P.. If we take a straight cutoff, it is estimated as 
...,A, M, land
A being the mass of basic particles, the coupling strength of a super-strong non-linear interaction between them and the cutoff length corresponding to the cutoff momentum of the basic particles (but not of hadrons), respectively. As the real cutoff may have a long tail, the momentum state of hadrons with r >r max is not prohibited completely though the production probability is reduced sharply. Existence of the maximum Lorentz factor in the case of :fireball emission has been. mentioned also from the experiment of the multiple meson production by the Japanese-Brazilian collaboration group. 12 > Adopting the above hypotheses, we consider the photo-meson production at the collision of a cosmic-ray nucleon of 10 20 e V with a thermal photon of l0-3 eV. In the N-system, which may coincide with the system where the cosmic thermal radiation is isotropic, the emitted pion will have the momentum of the order of 2.10 19 e V / c, which is much larger than P.=m"r max• if r max <10 11 • Therefore this interaction will be suppressed sharply in comparison with the conventional theory. The same conclusion can be derived when we consider this interaction in the C.R. system where the cosmic-ray particle is at rest. In the C.R. system, Nil becomes (rcR, 0, 0, -/3cRToR), where the direction of the cosmic ray is taken to be z-axis and rcR=1/ ..J1-/3h is a Lorentz factor of this cosmic ray relative to the N-system. In this system, relation (1) becomes ToR( Vm 2 + P 2 +P/3cR cos{}) >..JPc 2 +m , (2) where p and (} are the magnitude of momentum and its angle relative to z-axis, respectively. Solving Eq. (2) we can obtain an allowed region, that is a region outside the cutoff region in momentum space of emitted hadron. In the N-system the allowed region is a sphere with radius P.
but it is deformed in other reference systems. In the case of our consideration where rcR-::PP./m, the allowed region is greatly deformed and does not include even the zero momentum state as shown schematically in the Figure. Therefore, even an emission of a low energy pion is suppressed in the C.R. system. Thus cosmic rays become free from the attenuation due to photo-pion emission. . In a cosmic-ray reference system with rcR';t>P0/m (Fig. (b) ) the allowed region is deformed in large from the sphere with radius P0 in the case of the N-system (Fig. (a) ).
In order to explain the extensive air shower, the cutoff assumption on r necessarily leads to the opinion that massive quanta (:fireballs) are produced at the high energy nuclear interaction. Experimental evidences to suggest these massive quanta have been obtained in comformity with our assumption.12>, 1 SJ
